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Disclaimer:  The solution I deployed for my client from which “ Gone in 60 nano seconds “  was written  is SQL 2008,  
my presentation and demo was on SQL 2008 R2;  I have deployed Partitioned Views in SQL 2000, SQL 2005 and SQL 
2008;  Partitioned Views of Partitioned Tables in SQL 2008; native partitioning in SQL 2005 and SQL 2008;  

Partitioning is an Enterprise Edition feature. 

( This document was formatted for Word, it may not format correctly as html or pdf ) 

Forword:  

 This is the “ ramble “ on the subject matter which inspired the presentation title “Gone in 60 nano seconds “. 
 This is a talk about  partitioning data, not just partitioned tables which are  mostly covered elsewhere by what I call        

“ classroom  examples”  rather than real world practical use, however not wishing to be the odd one out I will include 
some working example code too.  

 It’s also important for me to clarify that almost all of my implementations of partitioning have been in OLTP type 
databases e.g. not a data warehouse to be seen. 

 It’s also worth noting that in the main I’ve never partitioned by date. 
 

 Why  “Gone in 60 nano seconds” ?  well this refers to the removal of data by using partition switching, in my case 

10GB of data from 4 tables in the blink of an eye , ok it took a few seconds on my laptop, but on a server it was nano 
seconds – and with no bloated transaction logs. 

 Why did I want to remove this data? To quickly produce a smaller data set from production for training/dev databases – 
if you have a complex database, 600 + tables with hundreds of foreign keys, deleting data quickly can be a nightmare. 
 

 I presented this topic as an overview of possible solutions to collections of large amounts of logging data. I have 
provided partitioning solutions in SQL 2000, 2005 and 2008, most deal with the issue of “archiving” logging data. 
 

 As a very simple example consider an application error log, we want to quickly see errors which are recent but do we 
really need to have immediate access to data three years old? 

 A typical solution may be where the data is held in three tables, thisweek, this month, everythingelse. Current data is 
stored into the table ThisWeek, every night data over 7 days old is moved to the table ThisMonth, every night data is 
moved from ThisMonth to AnythingElse.  

o The table is fairly basic but error information is held in two ntext columns 
o The table grows at 1 million rows per day, let’s say a nominal 10 GB per day. 

 The process we use essentially performs a series of copy and deletes, now consider that our database doesn’t have an 
offline time, how will a delete of 1 million rows affect our database? 

 

 I’ve seen all types of solutions involving dts, ssis, complex jobs – they all suffer from the same problems, effect on the 
database, bloat of transaction logs, locking and blocking – try deleting 14% of a table which is subject to 600 odd rows a 
minute being added ( and if you’ve updates it’s even worse ) 

 We’ll all try to use set based SQL which fundamentally is the wrong answer, however a cursor may prove to be too 
slow. I prefer a small batch based system – but automating such a system isn’t the easiest and you have to be able to 
recover from failures and retries and so on. 

 I’ve experienced some real problems where the mass deletes ran the log drive out of space, where all input was 
suspended for the duration, system crashes, inconsistent data ( where the moves and deletes don’t match so the next 
moves fail as now there are duplicates )  and so on. 

 

 Now when I talk about about partitioning I consider partitioned tables, partitioned views ( which is actually a bunch of 
tables sitting under a view ), partitioning using databases ( federated databases ? ) and federated servers.  

 I’ve frequently made use of additional databases, since SQL Server 6.5,  to hold “aged” or “archived” data – this is a 
type of partitioning too. 

 There are a number of other considerations for partitioning which I hope to publish sometime in the future. 
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An example of an application error log table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Data “Problem” 

 

 
 

Here’s the basic view of the “how do we store data” set of tables which I’ve encountered at more than one client site.  

In theory it seems simple but when you come to the million row deletions that’s when it starts to go pear shaped. 

You must also consider this in the context of a 24 x 7 system, two of the clients where I’ve used partitioning have global 
applications – no outage time – no maintenance windows. 

 

The solution to aim for is one where data no longer required can be truncated rather than deleted, oh and no copying of data 
which causes mass inserts and often fragments any indexes you have, which in turn can cause bad plans which in turn can cause 
poor performance which in turn …………. And so on and so on. 
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So this was my working document for the presentation…….. 

1.  Introduction 
  Partitioning is an aid for performance tuning and for simplifying the management of large amounts of data . 
 There are various ways in which partitioning can be achieved. 
 This document concerns only Horizontal partitioning. 
 As usual most are only available in Enterprise Edition. 

2.  Purpose 
 This document explores the different methods in which partitioning can be implemented in SQL Server 2008 

 

3. Overview 
 It is assumed that the reader has a good understanding of SQL Server,  the following diagrams illustrate some of the 

options for horizontal partitioning. 

 

3.1 Physical Partitioning 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Just because you can do this doesn’t actually make it better. You may find that applying filegroups and files 
actually degrades performance. 

 

How you actually configure a database is down to a number of factors and it’s not good to generalise. For instance I might say 
that you would need to partition a 10TB database and never partition a 60GB database; neither has any truth in fact. 
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As always it just depends, but in insert and update tests under heavy loads a database on multiple files ( on the same storage ) 
performed worse than the same database on a single file. So never make decisions without testing first unless there is another 
reason for such a split. 

The whole matter of files and filegroups vs performance is out of scope here – I’m just illustrating as a method of partitioning. 

I might suggest that a 100TB database on a single file would probably not be a good idea for all manner of reasons. 

Often filegroups may be used to make partial backups. 

 

3.2 Partitioning a table with filegroups 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most likely this is the most common use we’ll all have seen for filegroups, generally this configuration should give better 
performance but probably not if the filegroups are all on the same set of disks. 

Some SAN technologies are such that luns and filegroups do not outperform one lun one file; again this is out of scope for 
discussion here as it’s a subject matter on its own. 

 

3.3 Native Partitioning using filegroups 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is the most common illustration of native partitioning and is usually shown alongside what is called the “Sliding Window” 
scenario; this is usually illustrated with partitioning by year in a data warehouse, this is covered fairly well by other authors and I 
am not concerned with this aspect here. 
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3.4   Native Partitioning – the simple view 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is the same as 3.3 but not using filegroups. 

There are various reasons which might decide you to use partitioning, this probably isn’t the most obvious but I wanted to make 
sure my illustrations didn’t always use dates. 

If you are building a lexicon then you might well partition words this way, e.g. by the first letter of the word , and yes it does 
work. 

There’s an interesting point about partitioning this way if you want to differentiate between upper and lower case words, now 
you might think that a case sensitive database would be able to partition this way, but in actual fact ( SQL 2008 ) you can only 
achieve this using a binary collation. 

 

3.5   Typical Partitioned View 
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3.6    Partitioned View using multiple filegroups 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Partitioned views have been with us since at least SQL 2000 and I have used them in several applications. 

Section 4 lists the main differences between partitioned views and partitioned tables. 

Now you might think that with native partitioning you could banish partitioned views never to darken your doorstep again, well 
think again! There are many ( irritating ) restrictions on native partitions which you don’t suffer from with partitioned views. 

You can also use partitioned views with partitioned tables if you want to have layered partitioning, I will write about this in a 
separate post. 

Essentially in concept the two are much the same. 
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3.7  Federated Databases 

 
 

 

This is the basic concept of federated databases. 

The partitioned view is defined across multiple databases, in this diagram one database acts as the master, so to speak, with the 
data stored in the three databases. 

 

The second diagram shows 7 databases where the data is partitioned by day, my actual design was for 31 databases, one for 
each day of the month. 

On the surface this might seem strange, however there are some distinct advantages to this idea, the source data would be 
truncated each month before being populated, we store one days data in each 
database only. 

 A backup would exist for each day 

 Databases/backups would be small 

 Any day or days could be recovered 

 

In the case of this design it was the storing of historical data which was important. 

The most obvious solution is not always the best fit, generally I’m looking at large 
amounts of data, this may be capacity, say 1TB per week or rows, millions per day. 
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3.8  Federated Servers 
 

Federated Servers , partitioned view where each table is on a 
separate server. 

Other than logistics and management this could give 
significant gains because you could use a number of smaller 
servers and you could technically manage to hold far more 
data in cache. 

Other than in testing I have never deployed federated 
servers, however it is a part of partitioning so it should be 
included.  Implementation and deployment is out of scope 
for this document. 
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3.9   Partitioned Partitions. 

 

Partitioned partitons !!  yes it does work and I’ll include some test code so you can try it yourself. 

 ( APPENDIX  3 ) 

It’s all about how you use your data which determines how you might partition, the examples here are not the most obvious, my  
actual implementation of partitioned partitions is by date and country group. 

The actual reason for this approach relates to indexing and I will be writing this up as a whole separate subject. 

Data is essentially multi dimensional and when there’s lots of it then partitioning can be very useful. 

 

Notes: 

To simplify the diagrams some elements were omitted, the following points should be noted:- 

 

 The term "drive" refers to a physical disk, array, lun or logical volume 

 Filegroups have no physical existence 

 Every filegroup will consist of at least 1 file 

 Files may share a drive. 

 The data in a table will belong to the filegroup upon which the clustered index is created. 

 ( It is assumed all tables that might be partitioned will have a clustered index, the clustered index may or may not be 
the Primary Key ) 
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 Secondary indexes may be created on more than one filegroup. 

 There can only be one separate filegroup per table for text data. 

 You may use native partitioned tables in a partitioned view. 

 

 

 

5.  What you can partition ( Native Partitioning ) 

 Tables 

 Indexes 

 Indexed Views 

 

 A partitioned table does not have to have partitioned indexes 

 A non partitioned table can have partitioned indexes 

 Partitions ( of any kind ) may be assigned to specific filegroups, and hence physical devices. 

 Text  ( LOB ) data may not be assigned to a different filegroup however. 

 

6. Moving data from partitions 
 

So what’s all this about then ? 

Well one “feature” of partitioning is the ability to move partitions of data from one table to another; there are rules of course 
and we’ll come to them later; but let’s show how I removed 10GB of data from 4 tables in a few nano seconds. 

 

When you create a partitioned table you define the break points, if you like, where the partitions will be formed, here’s a typical 
partition function as it might be applied to an existing table, let’s say this table holds data back to 2006, we need the aged data 

4. Summary of features 
 

 

 Raw Table Native Partition Partition View 

Text data on separate filegroup YES NO YES 

Secondary indexes on separate filegroup(s) YES YES YES 

Multiple files per filegroup YES YES YES 

Unique constraint 

( other than PK )   

YES NO  ** YES 

Can span databases NO NO YES 

Can span servers NO NO YES 

Partitioned Indexes YES YES NA 

Filtered Indexes YES YES YES / NA 

Partitioning column must be single column n/a YES NO 

Partition column must be (in) PK n/a YES NO 

 

** unique constraints must include the primary key. 
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but only current data is subject to updates. 

 Note that I am partitioning existing production tables, this isn’t a new design, this is working with existing 
schema. 

The initial partitions are larger as they hold data which is aged, using dates here is inappropriate as the only dates are subject to 
change. ( This is real world based – the table needs to be partitioned on a key value as we need to partition other related tables 
by the same key, which is of course a foreign key in those tables ) 

Here’s a partition function to handle this based upon data spread and predicted growth, we are adding approx. 12 million rows a 
year currently. 

 

 

/****** Object:  PartitionFunction [pfn_RightNumber]    ******/ 

IF  NOT EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.partition_functions WHERE name = N'pfn_RightNumber') 

CREATE PARTITION FUNCTION [pfn_RightNumber](int) AS RANGE RIGHT FOR VALUES (5000000, 10000000, 15000000, 

20000000, 21000000, 22000000, 23000000, 24000000, 25000000, 26000000, 27000000, 28000000, 29000000, 30000000) 

GO 

 

 

 What I’m doing here is defining the break points for my partitions, a partitioned table appears just the same in SSMS 
and acts exactly the same as a normal table as far as your applications are concerned. 

 Unlike partitioned views there’s no fiddling about with multiple tables. 

 A partition function is an object in its own right in as much as it is used to partition a table; so you can use the same 
function to partition multiple tables. 

 The significance of the RIGHT and LEFT is explained below. 

 You’ll note that I’ve defined partitions for future use. 

 I was asked what happens if you don’t keep up with the partitions going forward; well all the data just goes into the last 
defined partition. 

o ( you use an alter to add extra segments to the function ) 

 

 

 

 

Here’s the distribution of the data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In my case you can see that the date column would not be appropriate, dates are also not unique – a total stopper. 
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Here’s my first 4 partitions and my empty table which I’ve called AppDump. 

Both tables are defined with the same partitioning scheme ( using the same 
partitioning function ) 

Table AppDump is empty however. 

Remembering my three tables in the introduction what I want to do is move the data 
from partition 1, the oldest data, into the AppDump table 

 

 

The code for this is very simple 

 

 

ALTER TABLE dbo.ApplicationLog  SWITCH PARTITION 1 TO dbo.AppDump partition 1 ; 
 

 

Now the data is in the AppDump table. 

Effectively the data is moved only at meta data level so there’s no heavy 
copy/delete/insert  operation and no bloat into the transaction log. 

 

Referring back to our original three table setup for archiving data, if you add a third 
table, say AppDumpArchive, the data can again be switched to this table, and no 
overhead. 

 

Here’s my demo script which deleted approx. 75  million rows , approx. 10GB of data, 
from 4 tables ( in under 60 nano seconds ! ) 

-- 

-- 

ALTER TABLE dbo.CostIndex SWITCH PARTITION 1 TO dbo.CostIndexDump partition 1 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.CostIndex SWITCH PARTITION 2 TO dbo.CostIndexDump partition 2 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.CostIndex SWITCH PARTITION 3 TO dbo.CostIndexDump partition 3 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.CostIndex SWITCH PARTITION 4 TO dbo.CostIndexDump partition 4 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.CostIndex SWITCH PARTITION 5 TO dbo.CostIndexDump partition 5 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.CostIndex SWITCH PARTITION 6 TO dbo.CostIndexDump partition 6 ; 

GO 

truncate table dbo.CostIndexDump; 

go 

ALTER TABLE dbo.CostIndexValue SWITCH PARTITION 1 TO dbo.CostIndexValueDump partition 1 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.CostIndexValue SWITCH PARTITION 2 TO dbo.CostIndexValueDump partition 2 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.CostIndexValue SWITCH PARTITION 3 TO dbo.CostIndexValueDump partition 3 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.CostIndexValue SWITCH PARTITION 4 TO dbo.CostIndexValueDump partition 4 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.CostIndexValue SWITCH PARTITION 5 TO dbo.CostIndexValueDump partition 5 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.CostIndexValue SWITCH PARTITION 6 TO dbo.CostIndexValueDump partition 6 ; 

GO 

truncate table dbo.CostIndexValueDump; 

go 

ALTER TABLE dbo.AssociatedCost SWITCH PARTITION 1 TO dbo.AssociatedCostDump partition 1 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.AssociatedCost SWITCH PARTITION 2 TO dbo.AssociatedCostDump partition 2 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.AssociatedCost SWITCH PARTITION 3 TO dbo.AssociatedCostDump partition 3 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.AssociatedCost SWITCH PARTITION 4 TO dbo.AssociatedCostDump partition 4 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.AssociatedCost SWITCH PARTITION 5 TO dbo.AssociatedCostDump partition 5 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.AssociatedCost SWITCH PARTITION 6 TO dbo.AssociatedCostDump partition 6 ; 

GO 

truncate table dbo.AssociatedCostDump; 

go 

-- 

ALTER TABLE dbo.PostedCost SWITCH PARTITION 1 TO dbo.PostedCostDump partition 1 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.PostedCost SWITCH PARTITION 2 TO dbo.PostedCostDump partition 2 ; 
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ALTER TABLE dbo.PostedCost SWITCH PARTITION 3 TO dbo.PostedCostDump partition 3 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.PostedCost SWITCH PARTITION 4 TO dbo.PostedCostDump partition 4 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.PostedCost SWITCH PARTITION 5 TO dbo.PostedCostDump partition 5 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.PostedCost SWITCH PARTITION 6 TO dbo.PostedCostDump partition 6 ; 

GO 

truncate table dbo.PostedCostDump; 

go 

 

 

Notes: 

 All the tables involved in partition switching must be defined using the same partition function and schema. 

 All indexes must be partitioned. 

 All indexes must exist on all tables involved. 

 Columns and data types must be the same. (  an identity becomes an integer on the table to be switched to ) 

 Defaults and foreign keys do not have to be on the tables data is being switched to. 

 You will have to drop any foreign keys and disable any indexed  views on the source tables. 

 

APPENDIX  1   contains a set of scripts to enable you to create a partitioned table and delete rows using partition 
switching. 

 

 

 

7. How you make it work 
 

Firstly you define a Partition Function 

 

 The Partition Function defines the way you wish to divide the data. 

 The partition function is defined against a particular data type. 

 Native partitioning may only use one column to partition the data. 

 

 

 

-- left aligned 

CREATE PARTITION FUNCTION [pfn_RightInteger](int) AS RANGE RIGHT FOR VALUES (100, 200, 300, 

400, 500, 600); 

GO 

-- right aligned 

CREATE PARTITION FUNCTION [pfn_LeftInteger](int) AS RANGE LEFT FOR VALUES (100, 200, 300, 

400, 500, 600); 

GO 

 

What we’re doing here is to define ranges on which we will “split” the data, these ranges are at  intervals of 100. 

 

 The interesting point here is defining LEFT or RIGHT ranges, and it’s always best to specifically  define 
this in your code as the default is LEFT 

 

Here’s how the data will be placed in the underlying partitions 
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Partition  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

LEFT <= 100 > 100 AND 

<= 200 
> 200 AND 

<= 300 
> 300 AND 

<= 400 
> 400 AND 

<= 500 
> 500 AND 

<= 600 
> 600  

RIGHT < 100 > =100 AND 

<200 
> =200 AND 

<300 
>= 300 AND 

<400 
> =400 AND 

< 500 
> =500 AND 

< 600 
>= 600  

 

      RANGE RIGHT       RANGE LEFT 

 
 

 
 

 It’s important to understand the scope of the Partition Function which is DATABASE. 
 

Partition Functions can be used by multiple Schemes, which in turn may be used by multiple tables/indexes. 

 

Once you have the Partition Function you need a Partition Scheme 

 

The Partition scheme defines how the data in the partitions will be stored, essentially we use the Partition Scheme to map the 
data to the physical filegroup(s). 

( For now we will use only the Primary filegroup ) 

 

 
CREATE PARTITION SCHEME [psch_RightInteger] AS PARTITION [pfn_RightInteger] ALL TO ([PRIMARY]); 
GO 
 
CREATE PARTITION SCHEME [psch_LeftInteger] AS PARTITION [pfn_LeftInteger] ALL TO ([PRIMARY]); 

GO 

 

 

The important point here is that you must have the correct number of filegroups created should you wish to deploy to 
filegroups, although there is nothing to stop you placing 3 partitions on one filegroup and the remaining partitions on another . 
see examples below: 

( Filegroups are out of scope for this document, they are mentioned only for completeness. ) 

 

 

-- Expanded create for PRIMARY FILEGROUP   ( ALL ) 

-- 

/****** Object:  PartitionScheme [psch_LeftInteger]    Script Date: 05/10/2010 15:18:46 ******/ 

CREATE PARTITION SCHEME [psch_LeftInteger] AS PARTITION [pfn_LeftInteger] TO ([PRIMARY], 

[PRIMARY], [PRIMARY], [PRIMARY], [PRIMARY], [PRIMARY], [PRIMARY]) 

GO 

-- Multiple filegroups , one filegroup per partition. 
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-- 

/****** Object:  PartitionScheme [psch_LeftInteger]    Script Date: 05/10/2010 15:18:46 ******/ 

CREATE PARTITION SCHEME [psch_LeftInteger] AS PARTITION [pfn_LeftInteger] TO  

(SumDatabase_FG1, SumDatabase_FG2, SumDatabase_FG3, SumDatabase_FG4, SumDatabase_FG5, 

SumDatabase_FG6, SumDatabase_FG7); 

GO 

The final stage is to create the table using the partition scheme 

 

Remember our original Partition Function was an integer range, therefore when we define the partitioned table we must assign 
the range to the integer Primary Key in the ON statement. 

 

 

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[SalesOrders]( 

 [SalesOrdersID] [int] NOT NULL, 

 [SalesOrdersName] [nvarchar](30) NOT NULL, 

 [SalesOrdersDescription] [nvarchar](30) NOT NULL, 

 [ChargeTransactionDay] [int] NOT NULL, 

 [ChargeStartDay] [int] NOT NULL, 

 [CreateDate] [datetime] NOT NULL, 

 [CreateUserID] [int] NOT NULL, 

 [EditDate] [datetime] NULL, 

 [EditUserID] [int] NULL, 

 [TermDate] [datetime] NULL, 

 [TermUserID] [int] NULL, 

 [InvoiceDateToday] [bit] NOT NULL, 

 [FlexiInvoicingON] [bit] NOT NULL, 

 CONSTRAINT [PK_SalesOrders] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED  

( 

 [SalesOrdersID] ASC 

)WITH (PAD_INDEX  = OFF, STATISTICS_NORECOMPUTE  = OFF, IGNORE_DUP_KEY = OFF, ALLOW_ROW_LOCKS  = 

ON, ALLOW_PAGE_LOCKS  = ON, FILLFACTOR = 100) ON [psch_LeftInteger]([SalesOrdersID]) 

) ON [psch_LeftInteger]([SalesOrdersID]); 

GO 

 

 

8.   Partitioning Existing Tables 
 
During my presentation I explained that I was applying partitioning to an existing database for performance reasons; the reality 
for myself is that I rarely start with a new database; my world is applications which are generally mature and established; my 
task is to add the go faster strripes!! 
You need to plan and test everything that you do but, foreign keys excluded, partitioning an existing table is a fairly painless 
exercise. (  with some caveats ) 
Essentially all that is required is to drop the Primary key and rebuild it with a partitioned key. 
( Assuming TestTable1 was created without partitioning  ) 
 
 
 

/****** Object:  Index [PK_TestTable1]     ******/ 

-- 

-- drop the PK from testtable1 

-- 

IF  EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.indexes WHERE object_id = OBJECT_ID(N'[dbo].[TestTable1]') AND 

name = N'PK_TestTable1') 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[TestTable1] DROP CONSTRAINT [PK_TestTable1]; 

GO 

 

/****** Object:  Index [PK_TestTable1]     ******/ 

-- 

-- Make the table partitioned. ( under a minute ) 

-- 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[TestTable1] ADD  CONSTRAINT [PK_TestTable1] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED  
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( 

 [NumKey] ASC 

)WITH (PAD_INDEX  = OFF, STATISTICS_NORECOMPUTE  = OFF, SORT_IN_TEMPDB = OFF, IGNORE_DUP_KEY = 

OFF,  

ONLINE = OFF, ALLOW_ROW_LOCKS  = ON, ALLOW_PAGE_LOCKS  = ON) ON [psch_RightInteger](Numkey); 

GO 

 

 

 To remove Partitioning drop the PK and rebuild on the primary filegroup rather than the partition schema. 
o Timings are always difficult, don’t expect to get this type of performance on a laptop! 

 The largest existing table I partitioned had just over 26 million rows and was about 15GB in size, the partitioning took 
around 20 mins – you need an outage to do this safely – I chose a release window to make my changes. 

 

 Removing the partitioning is the reverse, you can try this on the TestTable1, drop the PK and recreate on the Primary 
filegroup. 

 
 

/****** Object:  Index [PK_TestTable1]     ******/ 

-- 

-- drop the partitioning from testtable1 

-- 

IF  EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.indexes WHERE object_id = OBJECT_ID(N'[dbo].[TestTable1]') AND 

name = N'PK_TestTable1') 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[TestTable1] DROP CONSTRAINT [PK_TestTable1]; 

GO 

 

/****** Object:  Index [PK_TestTable1]     ******/ 

-- 

-- Make the table non partitioned. ( takes 29 seconds on my Dev box ) 

-- 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[TestTable1] ADD  CONSTRAINT [PK_TestTable1] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED  

( 

 [NumKey] ASC 

)WITH (PAD_INDEX  = OFF, STATISTICS_NORECOMPUTE  = OFF, SORT_IN_TEMPDB = OFF, IGNORE_DUP_KEY = 

OFF,  

ONLINE = OFF, ALLOW_ROW_LOCKS  = ON, ALLOW_PAGE_LOCKS  = ON) ON [PRIMARY]; 

GO 

 

 

9  Secondary indexes 
 
If your tables have secondary indexes you’ll probably want to partition them too. 
If you want to partition switch then your tables must have partitioned secondary indexes and all tables must have the same 
indexes. 
As the whole point of my partitioning was to partition switch I had to partition my secondary indexes. 
 
( The subject of partitioned secondary indexes is out of scope for this document – to be covered in another post/presentation. ) 
 
All secondary indexes essentially contain the clustered key within their structure, so partitioning is no issue. 
Generally partitioning will bring a number of performance improvements, however you should be aware that in certain 
circumstances partitioning may impact performance. 
 

 In case I didn’t mention it elsewhere you cannot restore a database with partitioned tables into a Standard 
Edition SQL Server. ( and I assume workgroup ) 

 
Now if you create the following indexes  what do you think will happen ? 
 
-- 

-- secondary indexes for TestTable1 

-- 

create index idx_TestTable1_cGuid on dbo.TestTable1(cGuid); 
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go 

create index idx_TestTable1_cDate1 on dbo.TestTable1(cDate1) include(cBig); 

go 

 

A.  They will be created as partitioned indexes 
 

 Any secondary indexes you create on a partitioned table will be partitioned unless you create them like this 
 
-- 

-- create a non partitioned index 

-- 

create index idx_TestTable1_cGuid_2 on dbo.TestTable1(cGuid) on [Primary]; 

go 

 

 
If  you run the  query below  you’ll get an output similar to that shown. 
 
 
-- 

-- view summary index information for a table 

-- 

declare @Table nvarchar(256) = 'dbo.TestTable1'; 

select sips.index_id,si.name,max(sips.partition_number) as [Max 

Partition],min(sips.partition_number) as [Min Partition], 

sips.index_type_desc,max(sips.index_depth) as [Max Index Depth],sum(sips.page_count) as [Page 

Count],sum(sips.record_count) as [Record Count] 

 from sys.dm_db_index_physical_stats (db_id(), object_id('dbo.TestTable1'), null ,null 

,'detailed' ) sips 

 join sys.indexes si on si.index_id=sips.index_id and si.[object_id]=sips.[object_id] 

 group by sips.index_id,si.name,sips.index_type_desc 

 order by sips.index_id asc; 

go  

 

 

 
 

 

And that’s it for “Gone in 60 nano seconds” , the presentation wasn’t intended to be a how to for 
Partitioning, all I wanted to cover  were some thoughts on “archiving” and how you might be able to move 
data about, and of course low impact deletions. 
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Appendix 1 – Scripts to test simple partitioning 
 

 These scripts will allow you to create a partitioned table, populate with 1 million rows and then use partition switching 
to remove 400k rows. 

 The test table is my standard test table which si why the structure and population may seem a little strange – but it 
suffices for this simple example. 

 The populate script is written for SQL 2008 – you’ll need to modify the variable declaration and counter increments to 
make this run on SQL 2005 

 

 

 

/****** Object:  PartitionFunction [pfn_RightInteger]     ******/ 

IF  EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.partition_functions WHERE name = N'pfn_RightInteger') 

DROP PARTITION FUNCTION [pfn_RightInteger]; 

GO 

CREATE PARTITION FUNCTION [pfn_RightInteger](int) AS RANGE RIGHT FOR VALUES (200000, 400000, 600000, 800000, 

1000000, 1200000); 

GO 

 

/****** Object:  PartitionScheme [psch_RightInteger]    8 ******/ 

IF  EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.partition_schemes WHERE name = N'psch_RightInteger') 

DROP PARTITION SCHEME [psch_RightInteger] 

GO 

CREATE PARTITION SCHEME [psch_RightInteger] AS PARTITION [pfn_RightInteger] TO ([PRIMARY], [PRIMARY], 

[PRIMARY], [PRIMARY], [PRIMARY], [PRIMARY], [PRIMARY]) 

GO 

-- 

-- 

-- create table and partition 

-- 

create table dbo.TestTable1 

( 

NumKey int identity(1,1)not null, 

cGuid uniqueidentifier default newid()null, 

cSguid uniqueidentifier default newid() not null, 

cBig bigint null, 

cInt int null, 

cDate1 datetime not null, 

cDate2 datetime null, 

cVchar1 varchar(50) null, 

cChar1 char(20) null, 

cVchar2 varchar(500) null, 

cChar2 char(100), 

cText text 

); 

go 

alter table dbo.TestTable1 add constraint PK_TestTable1 primary key clustered(Numkey) on 

[psch_RightInteger](Numkey); 

go 

-- 

-- create table to move data to 

-- 

create table dbo.TestTableDump 

( 

NumKey int identity(1,1)not null, 

cGuid uniqueidentifier default newid()null, 

cSguid uniqueidentifier default newid() not null, 

cBig bigint null, 

cInt int null, 

cDate1 datetime not null, 

cDate2 datetime null, 

cVchar1 varchar(50) null, 

cChar1 char(20) null, 

cVchar2 varchar(500) null, 

cChar2 char(100), 

cText text 

); 

go 

alter table dbo.TestTableDump add constraint PK_TestTableDump primary key clustered(Numkey) on 

[psch_RightInteger](Numkey); 

go 

-- 

-- Now populate the first table with data 
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-- 1 million rows - approx 2.5GB 

-- ( sql 2008 code ) 

-- 

set nocount on 

-- 

declare @num bigint,@count int = 1,@count2 int = 12,@count3 int = 1; 

while @count<1000001 

begin 

IF (@count%2)=0 

 begin 

  insert into dbo.TestTable1(cBig,cInt,cDate1,cDate2,cVchar1,cChar1,cVchar2,cChar2,cText) 

  values( 36854775807+(36854775807/@count),@count2*3,dateadd(dd,@count3,'25 MAY 

2010'),dateadd(mi,@count,getdate()), 

  reverse(convert(varchar(50),dateadd(dd,@count3,'25 MAY 

2010'))),'0000'+convert(varchar(7),@count)+convert(varchar(4),@count3), 

 

 replicate(convert(char(36),newid()),10),convert(varchar(20),datename(dw,getdate()+@count)+datename(mo

nth,getdate()+@count))+'blahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblah' 

,convert(char(1000),getdate())) 

 end 

else 

 begin 

  insert into dbo.TestTable1(cBig,cInt, cDate1,cDate2,cVchar1,cChar1,cVchar2,cChar2,cText) 

  values( 854775807-(36854775807/@count),@count2*2,dateadd(dd,@count3,'5 dec 

2009'),dateadd(mi,@count,getdate()), 

  reverse(convert(varchar(50),dateadd(dd,@count3,'25 MAY 

2010'))),'0000'+convert(varchar(7),@count)+convert(varchar(4),@count3), 

 

 replicate(convert(char(36),newid()),10),convert(varchar(20),datename(dw,getdate())+datename(month,get

date()))+'blahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblahblah' 

,convert(char(1000),getdate())) 

 end 

set @count+=1; 

set @count2+=2; 

IF @count2>50 

 set @count2 = 12; 

IF (@count%3000)=0 

 set @count3+=1; 

end 

-- 

-- now examine your data distribution 

-- 

SELECT $partition.pfn_RightInteger(tt1.NumKey)  

                  AS [Partition Number] 

      , min(tt1.NumKey) AS [Min  NumKey] 

      , max(tt1.NumKey) AS [Max  NumKey] 

      , count(*) AS [Rows In Partition] 

FROM dbo.TestTable1 AS tt1 

GROUP BY $partition.pfn_RightInteger(tt1.NumKey) 

ORDER BY [Partition Number] 

GO 

-- 

-- 

-- now move some data 

-- 

-- 

ALTER TABLE dbo.TestTable1 SWITCH PARTITION 1 TO dbo.TestTableDump partition 1 ; 

-- 

-- now examine your data distribution ( again ) 

-- partition 1 will have gone 

-- 

SELECT $partition.pfn_RightInteger(tt1.NumKey)  

                  AS [Partition Number] 

      , min(tt1.NumKey) AS [Min  NumKey] 

      , max(tt1.NumKey) AS [Max  NumKey] 

      , count(*) AS [Rows In Partition] 

FROM dbo.TestTable1 AS tt1 

GROUP BY $partition.pfn_RightInteger(tt1.NumKey) 

ORDER BY [Partition Number] 

GO 

-- 

-- find where it went ( examine TestTableDump ) 

-- 

SELECT $partition.pfn_RightInteger(tt1.NumKey)  

                  AS [Partition Number] 

      , min(tt1.NumKey) AS [Min  NumKey] 

      , max(tt1.NumKey) AS [Max  NumKey] 
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      , count(*) AS [Rows In Partition] 

FROM dbo.TestTableDump AS tt1 

GROUP BY $partition.pfn_RightInteger(tt1.NumKey) 

ORDER BY [Partition Number] 

GO 

-- 

-- now put it back  

-- 

ALTER TABLE dbo.TestTableDump SWITCH PARTITION 1 TO dbo.TestTable1 partition 1 ; 

-- 

-- run the scripts previously run to check the data is back in TestTable1 

-- 

-- now move the data again and truncate 

-- 

ALTER TABLE dbo.TestTable1 SWITCH PARTITION 1 TO dbo.TestTableDump partition 1 ; 

ALTER TABLE dbo.TestTable1 SWITCH PARTITION 2 TO dbo.TestTableDump partition 2 ; 

Truncate table dbo.TestTableDump; 

-- 

-- 399,000 rows gone in a flash ! 

-- 

-- re run the scripts to confirm. 

-- 

 

 

Appendix  2    Various Index Scripts 
 

This is a collection of scripts which will produce information about partitioned indexes and tables. 

Generally they are designed to return information for a single table, if you have 50 thousand tables you don’t want to return 
data for all.  ( just in case you think 50 thousand tables is excessive I have a database created by a well known Oracle owned 
application,  which creates  84,000 tables but only uses 5,000 – opening tree view in SSMS is “interesting” ) 

 

-- 

-- view very detailed index information for a table 

-- 

declare @Table nvarchar(256) = 'dbo.TestTable1'; 

select 

sips.index_id,si.name,partition_number,index_type_desc,index_depth,index_level,page_count,record

_count,min_record_size_in_bytes,max_record_size_in_bytes,avg_record_size_in_bytes 

 from sys.dm_db_index_physical_stats (db_id(), object_id(@Table), null ,null ,'detailed' ) 

sips 

 join sys.indexes si on si.index_id=sips.index_id and si.[object_id]=sips.[object_id]; 

go 

 

-- 

-- view detailed index information for a table 

-- 

declare @Table nvarchar(256) = 'dbo.TestTable1'; 

select 

sips.index_id,si.name,partition_number,index_type_desc,index_depth,index_level,page_count,record

_count 

 from sys.dm_db_index_physical_stats (db_id(), object_id('dbo.TestTable1'), null ,null 

,'detailed' ) sips 

 join sys.indexes si on si.index_id=sips.index_id and si.[object_id]=sips.[object_id]; 

go 

 

-- 

-- view summary index information for a table 

-- 

declare @Table nvarchar(256) = 'dbo.TestTable1'; 

select sips.index_id,si.name,max(sips.partition_number) as [Max 

Partition],min(sips.partition_number) as [Min Partition], 

sips.index_type_desc,max(sips.index_depth) as [Max Index Depth],sum(sips.page_count) as [Page 

Count],sum(sips.record_count) as [Record Count] 

 from sys.dm_db_index_physical_stats (db_id(), object_id('dbo.TestTable1'), null ,null 

,'detailed' ) sips 

 join sys.indexes si on si.index_id=sips.index_id and si.[object_id]=sips.[object_id] 
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 group by sips.index_id,si.name,sips.index_type_desc 

 order by sips.index_id asc; 

go  

 

This script lists summary information about partitioned indexes and tables in a database 

-- 

 -- summary of partitioned tables and indexes 

 -- 

;with fred as (select distinct([object_id]) from sys.partitions where partition_number>1) 

select OBJECT_NAME(p.[object_id]) as [Table Name],si.name as [Index 

Name],max(p.partition_number) as [Partition Count],sum(p.[rows]) as [Row Count],si.index_id 

from sys.partitions p 

join sys.indexes si on si.[object_id] = p.[object_id] and si.index_id = p.index_id 

join fred f on f.object_id=si.object_id 

group by OBJECT_NAME(p.[object_id]),si.name,si.index_id 

order by OBJECT_NAME(p.[object_id]) asc,si.index_id asc; 

 

 

More detailed than the previous script but more lengthy. 

-- 

-- this produces a long list:: all indexes and partitions 

-- 

;with fred as (select distinct([object_id]) from Titanproduction.sys.partitions where 

partition_number>1) 

select OBJECT_NAME(p.[object_id]) as [Table Name],si.name as [Index 

Name],p.data_compression_desc as [Compression],p.partition_number,p.[rows]  

from TitanProduction.sys.partitions p 

join TitanProduction.sys.indexes si on si.[object_id] = p.[object_id] and si.index_id = 

p.index_id 

join fred f on f.object_id=si.object_id 

order by OBJECT_NAME(p.[object_id]),si.index_id,p.partition_number; 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 3  Partitioned Partitions 
 This came about because I could see a real need to apply more than one level of partitioning for a particular reason. 

 This example code will generate the necessary although it is nothing like my implementation. 

 Partitioning is initially by month and then by countrycode, the example makes use of a made up integer value because 
it made the populate script simple. 

 If you put each table in a different database then you have federated databases 

 If you put each table in a database on a different server you have federated servers  

 ( check BOL concerning options for federated servers ) 

 

 

 

/****** Object:  PartitionFunction [pfn_RightInt]     ******/ 

CREATE PARTITION FUNCTION [pfn_RightInt](int) AS RANGE RIGHT FOR VALUES (1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 

5000, 6000) 

GO 

/****** Object:  PartitionScheme [psch_RightTest]     ******/ 

CREATE PARTITION SCHEME [psch_RightTest] AS PARTITION [pfn_RightInt] TO ([PRIMARY], [PRIMARY], 

[PRIMARY], [PRIMARY], [PRIMARY], [PRIMARY], [PRIMARY]) 

GO 

-- 

-- create 6 partitioned tables, january - june 

-- tables july - december required for full set 

-- 

SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
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GO 

SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 

GO 

SET ANSI_PADDING ON 

GO 

SET ARITHABORT ON 

GO 

 

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Company_JAN]( 

 [RowIndentifier] [uniqueidentifier] NOT NULL, 

 [SomeData] [varchar](250) NOT NULL, 

 [ANumber] [bigint] NOT NULL, 

 [ADate] [datetime] NOT NULL, 

 [CountryCode] [int] NOT NULL, 

 [DateStamp] [date] NOT NULL, 

 [DatePartition]  tinyint NOT NULL, 

 CONSTRAINT [PK_Company_JAN] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED  

( 

 [RowIndentifier] ASC, 

 [CountryCode] ASC, 

 [DatePartition] ASC 

)WITH (PAD_INDEX  = OFF, STATISTICS_NORECOMPUTE  = OFF, IGNORE_DUP_KEY = OFF, ALLOW_ROW_LOCKS  = 

ON, ALLOW_PAGE_LOCKS  = ON) ON [psch_RightTest]([CountryCode]) 

) ON [psch_RightTest]([CountryCode]) 

GO 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[Company_JAN]  WITH CHECK ADD  CONSTRAINT [CHK_Company_JAN] CHECK  

(([DatePartition]>=(1) AND [DatePartition]<(2))) 

GO 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[Company_JAN] CHECK CONSTRAINT [CHK_Company_JAN] 

GO 

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Company_FEB]( 

 [RowIndentifier] [uniqueidentifier] NOT NULL, 

 [SomeData] [varchar](250) NOT NULL, 

 [ANumber] [bigint] NOT NULL, 

 [ADate] [datetime] NOT NULL, 

 [CountryCode] [int] NOT NULL, 

 [DateStamp] [date] NOT NULL, 

 [DatePartition]  tinyint NOT NULL, 

 CONSTRAINT [PK_Company_FEB] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED  

( 

 [RowIndentifier] ASC, 

 [CountryCode] ASC, 

 [DatePartition] ASC 

)WITH (PAD_INDEX  = OFF, STATISTICS_NORECOMPUTE  = OFF, IGNORE_DUP_KEY = OFF, ALLOW_ROW_LOCKS  = 

ON, ALLOW_PAGE_LOCKS  = ON) ON [psch_RightTest]([CountryCode]) 

) ON [psch_RightTest]([CountryCode]) 

GO 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[Company_FEB]  WITH CHECK ADD  CONSTRAINT [CHK_Company_FEB] CHECK  

(([DatePartition]>=(2) AND [DatePartition]<(3))) 

GO 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[Company_FEB] CHECK CONSTRAINT [CHK_Company_FEB] 

GO 

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Company_MAR]( 

 [RowIndentifier] [uniqueidentifier] NOT NULL, 

 [SomeData] [varchar](250) NOT NULL, 

 [ANumber] [bigint] NOT NULL, 

 [ADate] [datetime] NOT NULL, 

 [CountryCode] [int] NOT NULL, 

 [DateStamp] [date] NOT NULL, 

 [DatePartition]  tinyint NOT NULL, 

 CONSTRAINT [PK_Company_MAR] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED  

( 

 [RowIndentifier] ASC, 

 [CountryCode] ASC, 

 [DatePartition] ASC 

)WITH (PAD_INDEX  = OFF, STATISTICS_NORECOMPUTE  = OFF, IGNORE_DUP_KEY = OFF, ALLOW_ROW_LOCKS  = 

ON, ALLOW_PAGE_LOCKS  = ON) ON [psch_RightTest]([CountryCode]) 

) ON [psch_RightTest]([CountryCode]) 
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GO 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[Company_MAR]  WITH CHECK ADD  CONSTRAINT [CHK_Company_MAR] CHECK  

(([DatePartition]>=(3) AND [DatePartition]<(4))) 

GO 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[Company_MAR] CHECK CONSTRAINT [CHK_Company_MAR] 

GO 

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Company_APR]( 

 [RowIndentifier] [uniqueidentifier] NOT NULL, 

 [SomeData] [varchar](250) NOT NULL, 

 [ANumber] [bigint] NOT NULL, 

 [ADate] [datetime] NOT NULL, 

 [CountryCode] [int] NOT NULL, 

 [DateStamp] [date] NOT NULL, 

 [DatePartition]  tinyint NOT NULL, 

 CONSTRAINT [PK_Company_APR] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED  

( 

 [RowIndentifier] ASC, 

 [CountryCode] ASC, 

 [DatePartition] ASC 

)WITH (PAD_INDEX  = OFF, STATISTICS_NORECOMPUTE  = OFF, IGNORE_DUP_KEY = OFF, ALLOW_ROW_LOCKS  = 

ON, ALLOW_PAGE_LOCKS  = ON) ON [psch_RightTest]([CountryCode]) 

) ON [psch_RightTest]([CountryCode]) 

GO 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[Company_APR]  WITH CHECK ADD  CONSTRAINT [CHK_Company_APR] CHECK  

(([DatePartition]>=(4) AND [DatePartition]<(5))) 

GO 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[Company_APR] CHECK CONSTRAINT [CHK_Company_APR] 

GO 

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Company_MAY]( 

 [RowIndentifier] [uniqueidentifier] NOT NULL, 

 [SomeData] [varchar](250) NOT NULL, 

 [ANumber] [bigint] NOT NULL, 

 [ADate] [datetime] NOT NULL, 

 [CountryCode] [int] NOT NULL, 

 [DateStamp] [date] NOT NULL, 

 [DatePartition]  tinyint NOT NULL, 

 CONSTRAINT [PK_Company_MAY] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED  

( 

 [RowIndentifier] ASC, 

 [CountryCode] ASC, 

 [DatePartition] ASC 

)WITH (PAD_INDEX  = OFF, STATISTICS_NORECOMPUTE  = OFF, IGNORE_DUP_KEY = OFF, ALLOW_ROW_LOCKS  = 

ON, ALLOW_PAGE_LOCKS  = ON) ON [psch_RightTest]([CountryCode]) 

) ON [psch_RightTest]([CountryCode]) 

GO 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[Company_MAY]  WITH CHECK ADD  CONSTRAINT [CHK_Company_MAY] CHECK  

(([DatePartition]>=(5) AND [DatePartition]<(6))) 

GO 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[Company_MAY] CHECK CONSTRAINT [CHK_Company_MAY] 

GO 

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Company_JUN]( 

 [RowIndentifier] [uniqueidentifier] NOT NULL, 

 [SomeData] [varchar](250) NOT NULL, 

 [ANumber] [bigint] NOT NULL, 

 [ADate] [datetime] NOT NULL, 

 [CountryCode] [int] NOT NULL, 

 [DateStamp] [date] NOT NULL, 

 [DatePartition]  tinyint NOT NULL, 

 CONSTRAINT [PK_Company_JUN] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED  

( 

 [RowIndentifier] ASC, 

 [CountryCode] ASC, 

 [DatePartition] ASC 

)WITH (PAD_INDEX  = OFF, STATISTICS_NORECOMPUTE  = OFF, IGNORE_DUP_KEY = OFF, ALLOW_ROW_LOCKS  = 

ON, ALLOW_PAGE_LOCKS  = ON) ON [psch_RightTest]([CountryCode]) 

) ON [psch_RightTest]([CountryCode]) 

GO 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[Company_JUN]  WITH CHECK ADD  CONSTRAINT [CHK_Company_JUN] CHECK  
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(([DatePartition]>=(6) AND [DatePartition]<(7))) 

GO 

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[Company_JUN] CHECK CONSTRAINT [CHK_Company_JUN] 

GO 

-- 

-- partitioned view 

-- 

/****** Object:  View [dbo].[vw_CompanyData]     ******/ 

SET ANSI_NULLS ON 

GO 

SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 

GO 

 

create view [dbo].[vw_CompanyData] 

as 

 SELECT * FROM dbo.Company_JAN 

UNION ALL 

    SELECT * FROM dbo.Company_FEB 

UNION ALL 

    SELECT * FROM dbo.Company_MAR 

UNION ALL 

 SELECT * FROM dbo.Company_APR 

UNION ALL 

    SELECT * FROM dbo.Company_MAY 

UNION ALL 

    SELECT * FROM dbo.Company_JUN; 

GO 

 

 

 

 

Script to populate the 6 tables 

 

-- 

-- populate tables with data 

-- 

declare @count int=1; 

-- 

 while @count<4300 

 begin 

 insert into vw_CompanyData(RowIndentifier, SomeData, ANumber, ADate, CountryCode, 

DateStamp,DatePartition) 

 --insert into dbo.Company_JAN(RowIndentifier, SomeData, ANumber, ADate, CountryCode, 

DateStamp) 

 values(NEWID(),'the quick brown fox jumped over the lazy 

dog',@count*17,getdate(),((@count%6)+1)*1000, 

 DATEADD(HH,@count,'1 jan 2010 00:00.000'),datepart(month,(DATEADD(HH,@count,'1 jan 2010 

00:00.000')))) 

 set @count=@count+1 

 end 

 

Script to view data in one table 

 

-- 

-- view data distribution for one table 

-- change table name to view. 

-- 

SELECT $partition.[pfn_RightInt](o.CountryCode)  

                  AS [Partition Number] 

      , min(o.CountryCode) AS [Min  CountryCode] 

      , max(o.CountryCode) AS [Max  CountryCode] 

      ,min(o.DateStamp) as [Min EndDate] 

       ,max(o.DateStamp) as [Max EndDate] 

      , count(*) AS [Rows In Partition] 
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FROM dbo.Company_FEB AS o 

GROUP BY $partition.[pfn_RightInt](o.CountryCode) 

ORDER BY [Partition Number] 

GO 

 

 

 

 


